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I. INTRODUCTION (SINGLE SITE SURGICAL
ROBOT)
In conventional open surgeries, large incisions are often
made to allow surgeons full visualization of the targeted
surgical site but this is often associated with increased
pain, blood loss, possible risk of infection and prolonged
hospitalization to the patient [1]. Computer-assisted
robotic minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has become
increasingly popular over conventional open surgical
procedures as it can allow dexterous maneuverability of
surgical instruments within the body cavity through small
incisions [2]. Typical MIS procedures with existing
technologies require multiple small incisions or a single
incision for the insertion of surgical instruments [3].
In multi-port systems, more than one incisions are
required to insert the laparoscopic instruments, camera
and additional auxiliary surgical tool inside the body. The
surgeons acclimatize themselves to operate these systems
through training, despite inadequate workspace and poor
ergonomics (limited space) that makes certain
manipulations difficult [4]. As the motors in these
systems are externally driven, re-positioning of the
laparoscopic instruments during the surgical procedure is
difficult and thus require more incisions. In more recent
development, the instruments for the da Vinci Xi system
(Intuitive Surgical, Inc.) can be repositioned, however,
this is for multi-port access only [5].
Single-port robot assisted surgical systems is a
technological advancement that enhances the existing
benefits of MIS. In these systems, only one incision
(usually through the umbilicus) is required to reach the
surgical site. Despite potential advantages of single-port
systems, several challenges still exist such as poor
triangulation of surgical instruments, poor working
ergonomics for the insertion of multiple instruments into
the abdominal cavity and the inability to apply off-axis
forces [6].
Recently, various groups have developed single-site
surgical robotic systems, such as the da Vinci Sp system
from Intuitive Surgicals Inc., SPORT surgical system
from Titan Medical Inc., single-port system from
Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology [7,8]. In
systems that have external-motor driven arms, the system
footprint is usually bulky and it is difficult to reposition
the arms, however, torque output is higher as compared to
compact systems [9].
The concept of developing miniaturized in-vivo robotic
instruments with the state-of-the-art technology and
endoscopic navigation has become compelling in recent
decades [10]. SPRINT, a 6-dof robotic system, has four
in-vivo actuators and shoulder joint operating outside the
human body [2]. It consists of two robotic arms (diameter
18 mm). The system is inserted in the abdominal cavity

through a cannula of 34 mm diameter. Due to limited invivo dof, it is not possible for the surgeon to re-position
the robotic arms once they are inserted. In a system
designed by Wortman et al., a pair of in-vivo actuated 7dof robotic arms (diameter 26 mm) has a feature of
repositioning by increasing their default incision size (30
mm) [11]. With smaller incision size requirement, the
systems possessing snake-like robotic arms designed to
work in a confined workspace, however, torque
availability is comparatively less [12,13].
The major challenges in single-port surgical systems'
design process are to reduce the incision size, enough
torque availability at the end-effector and possibility of
arms re-positioning without increasing the incision size.
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II. INTRODUCTION (FOR NOTES)
The natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery
(NOTES) is a step forward in minimizing the patients’
trauma due to surgery. This is the advancement in the
robot-assisted minimal invasive surgery from multi-port
systems and single-port systems [1]. Theoretically, the
insertion mechanism of single incision laparoscopic
surgery (SILS) and NOTES procedures (for abdomen)
should be the same i.e. access through a single opening
either from incision on abdomen (generally through
navel) or from natural orifice. However, in SILS, robotic
arms can be directly deployed to the operating site without
any entry constraints unlike in NOTES where pelvic bone
structure poses obstacles. Therefore, the workspace
requirements for SILS systems are different and less
complex as compared to NOTES requirements. Several
robotics platforms have been developed for NOTES
procedure and can be classified as their natural orifice
entry such as trans-nasal, trans-oral, trans-vaginal and
trans-anal surgical procedures [2], [3], [4]. However, the
objectives and the environmental constraints for these
systems were different and their respective work envelop
was also not comparable to each other. In this short
communication, our focus is on the work envelope of the
tele-operated robotic arms inside abdominal cavity and
their difficulties to attain certain postures under
constrained environment. The first problem encountered
by the single port systems is triangulation of robotic arms
[5]. The multi-port systems provide better triangulation,
however there are another problem of interference of
robotic arms and restricted work space which effects the
surgeon’s ergonomics while operating [6], [7]. A
transrectal Micro-IGES system is designed for removal of
colorectal cancer from the rectum and the complete workenvelop of the robotic arms is sufficient enough to cover
the confined region of rectum. Since, the objective was
different and with a very limited work envelop, this
system cannot be deployed in abdominal cavity [8].
Similarly, various systems have been reported in the past
which highlighted the obstacles posed by the pelvic
region bone structure and found difficulty to access the
abdominal cavity through natural orifice [9], [10].
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In minimal invasive surgeries, single port robotic
platform required only one small incision to insert
laparoscopic tools inside the abdominal cavity through
either cannula or gel-port. A pair of 7-dof robotic arms
(each), designed by our group, was successfully utilized
in an animal trial for the validation of single port system’s
feasibility [11]. However, the same platform cannot be

used for NOTES due to the obstacles posed by the bone
structure of pelvic region.
Fig. 1 shows the bone structure of the pelvic region,
obstacles and possible/required robotic arms’ postures at
the site of surgical procedures. The sacral promontory
bone posed major challenge for any robotic surgical
system while its insertion through natural orifice (transanal or trans-vaginal). There are two scenarios to avoid
this bone:
i.
Use of cannula to avoid the bone and robotic arms
can enter inside the abdominal cavity as shown in
Fig. 2.
Complication: The insertion of cannula is in such a
way that robotic arms would face towards abdominal
wall (which is approx. 10 cm away after insufflation).
At fully stretched state, the robotic arms must avoid
to collide with abdominal wall.
ii.
Induce flexibility in the robotic arms to avoid the
obstacle and reach at the operation site with
comparatively good triangulation.
Complication: More expansion of the arms for better
triangulation may cause collision of the elbows with
the abdominal side-walls.

Fig. 1. Problem definition: (1) Sacral promontory (2)
Pelvic bone (3) Insufflated abdominal wall (4) Robotic
arm facing towards abdominal wall while entering
through natural orifice (5) Required posture of robotic
arm inside abdominal cavity (6) Natural orifice entry site
(7) Possible collision of arms with abdominal while
entering.
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I. INTRODUCTION (Breast Biopsy Mechanism)
Worldwide, breast cancer is the most frequently
diagnosed cancer and the principal cause of cancer death
among women [1], [2]. In order to improve the disease’s
survival rate, it is essential to accurately detect cancerous
growths in early stages by performing a breast biopsy
(which extracts and analyses sample tissues from the
suspicious area). This procedure is usually conducted in a
minimally-invasive way by introducing a needle into the
tissues and guiding it with some imaging modality, such
as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). It has been shown
that MRI provides good soft tissue contrast and image
resolution, has higher detection rates than ultrasound or
mammogram [3], [4], and does not expose the patient to
the damaging ionizing radiation of x-rays.
In the current practice of MRI-guided biopsy, the patient
is first placed in a prone position with the breast fixed with
a special immobilization device commonly referred to as
the grid. A first MRI scan is performed to obtain a
diagnosis image, which helps physicians to locate the

lesion and to calculate the needle’s insertion trajectory.
Once the needle is introduced into the tissues, an
additional scan is performed to verify its position, which
if deviated from its target, further scans and adjustments
must be performed, see e.g. [5]–[7]. This repetitive needle
positioning process remains up to this day mostly manual.
Note that performing multiple adjustments is timeconsuming, expensive, and increases the trauma inflicted
to the tissues. Therefore, there is a clear need to develop
a robotic system which can (semi-)automate the complex
insertion process. This is precisely our goal in this paper.
There are several challenges in developing this type of
robot. First, the high magnetic field used in MRI restricts
the types of materials that can be used to fabricate the
robot’s structure; this imaging modality prohibits the use
of ferromagnetic metals (e.g. stainless steel). Second, this
strong magnetic environment also restricts the types of
actuators that can be used to drive the needle’s motion;
standard electric motors cannot be placed inside the
scanner room since their working principle is based on the
electromagnetic effect. Third, in order to avoid degrading
the image, special efforts must also be placed to the
customization of all mechatronic components and
sensors.
In the past decade, many breast biopsy robots have been
designed but for ultrasound-guided interventions, see e.g.
[8], [9]. The development of robots for MRI interventions
has been addressed before by some research groups (for
comprehensive reviews, we refer the reader to [10], [11]).
In general, these robots are driven by four main actuation
methods: distant/remote actuation [12], piezoelectric
motors [13], hydraulic actuation [14], and pneumatic
actuation [15]. An early work of MRI-guided breast
biopsy robots is reported in [16], which presents a 6-DOF
needle insertion system driven by piezoelectric motors. In
[17] a hydraulic needle driver robot which uses
continuous MRI in presented; this single DOF mechanism
is tele-operated from a master station outside the scanning
room and provides the user with a haptic force feedback.
In [18], a needle manipulator actuated with both,
pneumatic cylinders and a piezo-motor is presented.
Recently, the Centre for Surgical Invention & Innovation
developed a robot for breast biopsy and ablation which
can operate inside a closed bore scanner [19].
Note that most existing breast biopsy robots (including
the above mentioned systems) are too long to be used for
lateral needle insertions inside the MRI scanner. The
capability to place the robot in a lateral configuration is
crucial as most lesions (around 62%) are located in the
breast’s outer-upper zone, see [20]. This feature clearly
limits the applicability of the above-mentioned breast
biopsy robots.
In current scenario, we require the mechatronic design
and development of a new robot which can insert the
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biopsy needle into the tissues while operating inside the
scanner’s bore; the magnetic compatibility of the
proposed pneumatic insertion mechanism allows it to be
used even during continuous imaging. Special efforts
have been required to optimize the robot’s dimension
such that it can be used to perform both frontal and lateral
insertions inside an MRI scanner.
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